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Amajor tool in understanding how the brain processes information is the analysis of neuronal output at each hierarchical level along the
pathway of signal propagation. Theta rhythm and head directionality are the two main signals found across all levels of Papez’s circuit,
which supports episodic memory formation. Here, we provide evidence that the functional interaction between both signals occurs at a
subcortical level. We show that there is population of head direction cells (39%) in rat anteroventral thalamic nucleus that exhibit
rhythmic spiking in the theta range. This class of units, termedHD-by-theta (headdirection-by-theta) cells, dischargedpredominantly in
spike trains at theta frequency (6–12Hz). The highest degree of theta rhythmicitywas evidentwhen the animal was heading/facing in the
preferred direction, expressed by the Gaussian peak of the directional tuning curve. The theta-rhythmic mode of spiking was closely
related to the firing activity of local theta-bursting cells. We also found that 32% of anteroventral theta-bursting cells displayed a
head-directionalmodulation of their spiking. This crossover between theta andhead-directional signals indicates that anterior thalamus
integrates information related to heading and movement, and may therefore actively modulate hippocampo-dencephalic information
processing.
Introduction
Head direction (HD) cells are neurons encoding the animal’s
directional heading in the horizontal plane (Taube et al., 1990).
The information carried by diencephalic head direction cells is
multimodal as it integrates external sensory inputs as well as in-
ternal idiothetic signals (Kudrimoti et al., 1996; Goodridge et al.,
1998; Knierim et al., 1998; Zugaro et al., 2000). These idiothetic
signals are driven by the combination of vestibular and proprio-
ceptive inputs (Stackman andTaube, 1997; Stackman et al., 2003;
van der Meer et al., 2007). The Papez’s pathways mediating head
direction signals share remarkably similar connectivity to those
mediating theta rhythm (a sinusoidal oscillation of 6–12 Hz).
Both pathways involve the tegmental nuclei3mammillary bod-
ies 3 anterior thalamic nuclei 3 subicular/entorhinal cortices
(Swanson and Cowan, 1977; Witter et al., 1990; Shibata, 1993a;
van Groen andWyss, 1995; Gonzalo-Ruiz et al., 1997; van Groen
et al., 1999). Previous studies suggest that the head direction and
theta systems involve parallel subcomponents of this circuitry
(Vann and Aggleton, 2004; Vertes et al., 2004). Neurons possess-
ing both theta and head-directional properties have been de-
scribed at the highest level of this circuitry, namely the
presubicular/parasubicular region (Cacucci et al., 2004; Boccara
et al., 2010). The proposal that theta and head-directional pro-
cessing converge at an earlier stage is supported by the demon-
stration of head direction cells in anteroventral thalamic nucleus
in freely behaving animals (Yoganarasimha et al., 2006). Conver-
gence of signal processing in anterior thalamus has already been
demonstrated by the finding that there is integration of angular
head velocity and head directionality in the spiking patterns of
anterodorsal thalamic neurons (Blair and Sharp, 1995; Goo-
dridge and Taube, 1997).
Here, we investigated whether there is integration of directional
and theta-related information in thalamic anteroventral nucleus
(AV).A characteristic feature ofAV is the presence of theta-bursting
and theta-modulated neurons (Vertes et al., 2001; Tsanov et al.,
2011); thus, the major mode of information processing is linked to
the thalamic propagation of the theta signal. Theta rhythm appears
to serve a critical role for spatial andnonspatialmnemonic functions
of the limbic system (Burgess et al., 2002; Buzsa´ki, 2005). Consistent
with this view, electrophysiological studies in rats have found that
plasticity occurs between sequentially activated hippocampal place
cells during theta epochs (Mehta et al., 2000; Ekstrom et al., 2001),
implicating the theta cycle as an informationquantum(Skaggs et al.,
1996; Buzsa´ki, 2002).
Rhythmic firing can also affect the degree of thalamic respon-
siveness. Ventrobasal thalamic neurons showhigher sensitivity to
incoming somatosensory stimuli when firing rhythmically than
when firing tonically (Fanselow et al., 2001; Swadlow and Gusev,
2001). We propose that rhythmic modulation of the head direc-
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tion thalamic signal could be evoked by a theta input. Here, we
analyzed the spiking properties of thalamic anteroventral head
direction cells and have found a population of neurons that fire
rhythmically at theta frequency. We also detected theta-bursting
cells in AV that undergo directionalmodulation. These data further
elaborate the interaction of theta and head-directional processing
within the structures of the Papez’s circuit (Kocsis andVertes, 1994;
Vertes et al., 2001).
Materials andMethods
Surgical implantation of electrodes. The recording electrodes consisted of
eight bundles of four platinum–iridium wires (90% platinum, 10% irid-
ium; HM-L insulated, 25 m bare wire diameter; California Fine Wire)
twisted together. Tetrodes were threaded through a 25 gauge guide can-
nula and protectedwith a 21 gauge cover. Tetrodeswere thenmounted in
a smallmicrodrive (Axona) and implanted in the anteroventral thalamus
(1.5 AP, 1.4 ML, and 5.0 mm dorsoventral to dura). For the cases
with parallel hippocampal recordings, a recording electrode was im-
planted in CA3 subregion (3.8 AP,3.0ML, and 3.0mmdorsoventral
to dura). Experiments were conducted in accordance with European
Community Directive 86/609/EC and the Cruelty to Animals Act, 1876,
and followed Bioresources Ethics Committee, Trinity College (Dublin,
Ireland), and international guidelines of good practice.
Recording sessions. The recordings took place in a square arena (64
64  25 cm high) situated in the center of a room with multiple back-
ground cues available (surrounding curtains were open). Rats were
placed in the open field and 20mg food pellets (TestDiet; formula 5TUL)
were thrown in every 20 s to random locations within the open field; in
this way, animals locomoted continuously, allowing for complete sam-
pling of the environment. The duration of each experimental session was
16min, allowing the recording of the local field signal with predominant
theta periods.
Recording techniques.After at least 1 week recovery, subjects were con-
nected, via a 16 channel headstage (Axona), to a recording system, which
also allowed for animal position tracking. Signals were amplified
(10,000–30,000) and bandpass filtered between 380 Hz and 6 kHz for
single-unit detection. To maximize cell separation, only waveforms of
sufficient amplitude (at least three times noise threshold) were acquired.
Candidate waveforms were discriminated off-line using graphical
cluster-cutting software (Axona), which allows waveform separation
based on multiple features including spike amplitude, spike duration,
maximum and minimum spike voltage, and the time of occurrence of
maximum and minimum spike voltages. Autocorrelation histograms
were calculated for each unit, and the unit was removed from further
analysis if the histogram revealed the existence of correlations within the
first 2 ms (refractory period), inconsistent with good unit isolation. Au-
tocorrelograms were plotted between 1000 and 1000 ms, with a bin
width of 1 ms.
Criteria for data inclusion. Cells were selected on the basis of their
directional correlates, rhythmicity of their firing, and spike isolation.We
identified 226well isolated units within the anterior thalamic nuclei from
12male (250–350 g) Lister-Hooded rats (Harlan). Based on electrophys-
Figure 1. Anatomical location and electrophysiological detection of anteroventral units. A, Coronal brain section from a rat in which eight chronically implanted tetrodes targeted the AV
(indicated with dashed white line). The black arrow indicates the tip of the tetrodes. The dashed blue line indicates the adjacent AD. The atlas schematic (right) shows rat anteroventral nucleus
location (highlighted with red line). The dashed blue rectangle denotes the extent of the histological section on left. Bottom, Left, Coronal brain sections from two rats with chronically implanted
tetrodes in AV (white line). High-frequency currentwas applied at the level of the identification of HD-by-theta units. Bottom, Right, Coronal brain sections from two ratswith chronically implanted
tetrodes in AD (blue line). B, Sample scatter plot, showing all signals recorded between each pair of electrodes on a given tetrode. Sample waveform (right) of a HD-by-theta cell, corresponding to
the purple cluster in the scatter plot. C, Normalized firing rate versus head direction tuning plot of HD-by-theta units. The y-axis presents normalized firing rate, where the firing rate (with values
between 0 and 1) is divided by the peak firing rate for each unit. The x-axis presents normalized head direction in degrees with the peak of the tuning curve for all units set to 180° (mean SEM).
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iological and postmortem histological criteria, we estimated that 135 of
these units were from AV, while 91 were from anterodorsal nucleus
(AD). For a cell to be classified as HD-by-theta, it had to meet the fol-
lowing criteria: (1) peak rate in the directional field exceeding 1 Hz, (2)
peak firing rate30% higher than the nonpreferred (background) firing
rate, and (3) a value of the autocorrelogram calculated theta index
0.001. Only units that fired a sufficient number of spikes for the dura-
tion of the 16min recording sessions to allow the theta index analysis (see
below) were included. Thalamic units were classified as theta cells based
on their phase locking to local theta oscillations, their bursting firing
properties, and their spike shape (Christian and Deadwyler, 1986). A
theta unit was defined as a directional theta cell if the peak firing rate was
30% higher than the nonpreferred firing rate. The nonpreferred firing
rate represents the activity of the unit when the animal is facing the
Figure 2. Spiking properties of anteroventral units. A, B, Head-directional properties of HD-by-theta units (A) and HD units (B). The spiking of HD-by-theta (A, top, left; marked with purple
symbols) and HD (B, top, left; markedwith red symbols) follows equivalent directional pattern. The experiments are conducted in rectangular recording arena and the animal’s path ismarkedwith
black line. The polar plot examples reveal the head directionality of HD-by-theta (A, top, right) and HD (B, top, right) units. The polar plot for each cell represents the distribution of time heading in
different directions across all timebins of the trial (blue) and the distribution of headdirections for timebinswhen a spikewas recorded from the cell (black). The coordinate systemdenotesmaximal
firing frequency of the recorded unit with 0 Hz in the center and 104.15/70.30 Hz in the periphery. The same signal can be plotted as firing rate versus head direction tuning plot for HD-by-theta (A,
bottom) andHD (B, bottom) units.C,D, The spikewaveform (left) and the autocorrelogramof spiking activity (right) for eight anteroventral HD-by-theta units (C) and fourHDunits (D). For the spike
waveform, the solid curve represents themean, and the dashed curve represents the SD. Autocorrelation histogramswere calculated for10/10ms. The clear isolation of the neuronal extracellular
response was identified by the absence of correlations within the first 2 ms of the refractory period.
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nonpreferred heading direction of the unit. Theta cells were defined as
fast spiking for units with average firing rate30 Hz, while the average
firing rate of the slow spiking units was30 Hz.
Theta index analysis.A sine wavewith decaying amplitudewas fitted to
the autocorrelograms shown in Equation 1:
a sin2  t  b  et1  cet
2
2 , (1)
where t refers to time, and a–c, 1, 2, and are the fit parameters. The fit
parameters are estimated using the least-squares fitting method. The
theta index is defined as the ratio of the fitted parameters, a/b, where a is
amplitude of oscillation and b is the offset of the oscillation. Only auto-
correlograms for all spikes with values of the theta index different from
zero were analyzed, excluding the units with low firing rates.
Head direction analyses. Directional analyses were only performed for
experiments with two LEDs (for all head direction cells in anterodorsal
and anteroventral thalamic nuclei, 101 units in total). The rat’s head
direction was calculated for each tracker sample from the projection of
the relative position of the two LEDs onto the horizontal plane. The
directional tuning function for each cell was obtained by plotting the
firing rate as a function of the rat’s directional heading, divided into bins
of 5°. The firing rate was computed based on the total number of spikes
divided by the total time in that bin (Taube et al., 1990). To restrict the
influence of inhomogeneous sampling on directional tuning, we ac-
cepted data only if all directional bins were sampled by the rat. The
directionality of the HD units in the horizontal plane (measured in de-
grees) was normalized for comparison of the HD firing rate properties.
The peak firing rate of cells that respond to different direction of heading
was aligned to a head direction of 180° (Bassett et al., 2005). The firing
rate was normalized (with values between 0 and 1) with respect to the
peak firing rate for each unit (Bassett et al., 2005).
Gaussian function.TheGaussian function or theGaussian distribution
is described mathematically by Equation 2:
f  x 	 ae
 xb2
2c2
, (2)
where a represents the peak of the curve; b, the position of the center
peak; and c, width of the peak. TheGaussian distributionhas the property
that the majority of values 68% fall between 32 
 (SD) away from the
mean.
Directional and locational information content. Field maps were calcu-
lated by dividing the number of spikes which occurred in specific pixel
coordinates by the total trial time the animal spent in that coordinate
(Cacucci et al., 2004). This produced maps depicting the place fields of
each cell in hertz. The pixel map is converted into a 32  32 array
of square bins 2 cmon a side. The spatial selectivity of firing field (ratio of
maximal signal-to-noise) was calculated by dividing the firing rate of the
cell in the bin with the maximum average rate by its mean firing over the
entire apparatus. To correct sampling bias and to quantify the influence
of location on head direction cells, the maximum-likelihood model
(MLM) analyses (Cacucci et al., 2004) were used. After theMLM correc-
tion, we calculated the locational and directional information as follows:
I 	 pj  j log2j, (3)
where I refers to information content, pj is the probability of the rat
occupying bin j, j is the average firing rate in bin j, and  is the average
firing rate of the cell.
Distributive ratio analyses. To overcome the problems of sampling
bias, we also used the “distributive hypothesis” method (Muller et al.,
1994; Cacucci et al., 2004). Similar to the MLM correction, the distribu-
tive hypothesis procedure was applied to quantify the influence of head
direction on the spatial firing. The calculation of locational distributive
ratio is based on the estimation of directional firing that one would
predict under the null hypothesis that the firing of a cell is only modu-
lated by location and that the only influence of head direction arises from
the sampling bias discussed above. The predicted rate as a function of
direction is as follows:
Rpred 	
RpTpTp , (4)
where Rp is the firing rate in one pixel and Tp() is the time spent facing
head direction  in that pixel. Then we tested whether the observed
directional tuning for the cell, Robs(), differs from the one calculated
under the assumption that the effect of direction is purely artifactual,
Rpred(). We achieved this by computing a “distributive ratio” (DR) as
follows:
DR  1n1  Robs1  RpredN, (5)
where N is the number of directional bins considered. For a perfect
prediction, DR is zero. A perfect prediction indicates that the null hy-
pothesis is true, namely, place cell firing is only modulated by location
and the directional influence on place cell firing is only attributable to the
inhomogeneity of sampling referred to above, whereas high values of this
ratio would indicate a poor prediction (indicating that head direction
accounts for some of the variability in the firing rate of the cell).
Definition of compact spike trains. For HD-by-theta units, the trains
included three or more spikes with interspike interval (ISI) of 10–50 and
15–250 ms pause, preceding the first spike of the train.
Interspike interval analysis. The interspike scatter plot (ISI) represents
the interval of the spike to the preceding one (marked on the abscissa)
and the interval of the spike to the following one (marked on the ordi-
nate). The interspike (ISI) ratio represents the ratio between the number
of spikes from the largest clustermarked with red on the ISI plots and the
summation of spikes in the second and third largest clusters in the ISI
scatter plot (marked in green/blue on the ISI plots). We used mean shift
clustering to cluster the spikes in the ISI scatter plots. Mean shift cluster-
ing allows the locating of the maxima of a density function given discrete
data sampled from that function (Cheng, 1995). This function deter-
mines the weight of nearby points for reestimation of the mean. Mean
shift clustering does not require prior knowledge of the number of clus-
ters and it will produce arbitrarily shaped clusters that depend upon the
topology of the data (Comaniciu and Meer, 2002). The burst mode was
defined with maximal ISI interval of 4 ms to the preceding spike (Ram-
charan et al., 2005).
Measurement of local field activity. The field potential recordings were
performed as previously described (Tsanov et al., 2011). The local field
potential (LFP) was sampled at 250 Hz and stored for further off-line
analysis. LFP signal frequency analysis was done usingMATLAB’s Signal
Processing Toolbox (MATLAB) where the power was calculated using
the short-time Fourier transform of the signal (hanning window of 2 s,
with overlap of 1 s) and interpolated into color-coded power spectro-
grams. Information was displayed as the magnitude of the time-
dependent Fourier transform versus time in a color gradient graph with
the maximum corresponding to 0 dB. The LFP from 32 channels (eight
tetrodes), in AV was correlated to the LFP of 2 channels in CA3 of five
rats. Three recording sessions with duration of 16 min each were con-
ducted for five animals.
Table 1. Electrophysiological classification of thalamic units with head-directional
properties
Cell types
Head direction Head direction-by-theta Directional theta
n 101 36 10
Mean spike width (s) 174.2 6.5 189.5 22.6 186.1 16.0
Average frequency (Hz) 31.5 1.5 33.5 1.6 26.8 1.7
Maximal frequency (Hz) 98.7 5.9 109.3 7.4 133.7 13.1
Theta index all spikes 0.0017 0.0002 0.0217 0.0004 0.274 0.0551
Representation ofmean spikewidth, average frequency,maximal frequency, and theta index of all spikes (mean
SEM) for the three groups of units that express directional properties in anterodorsal and anteroventral thalamic
nuclei.
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Figure3. Interspike interval characteristics of anteroventral neurons.A, Two-dimensional log-scale ISI scatter plots forHDunit. The abscissa indicates the interval to theprevious actionpotential,
and the ordinate indicates the interval to the next one. The points below the dashed horizontal red line represent the action potentials within the 4ms range that defines burstingmode. The ISI plot
on the right presents the action potentials from the central cluster (marked with red). Bottom, Sample recordings of the same head direction unit for 1 s duration (Figure legend continues.)
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Cross-spectral analyses.We calculated the coherence, phase and cumu-
lant density using NeuroSpec (Halliday et al., 1995), version 2.0 for
MATLAB. In the time domain, the cumulant density function was esti-
mated from the cross-spectrum, via Fourier transform. Cumulant den-
sity provides a measure of statistical dependence between random
processes and assuming a zero value if the processes are independent
(Halliday et al., 1995). The data are split into Lnonoverlapping segments,
each containing T data points, analyzed with the same discrete Fourier
transform segment length, S T. The total number of samples analyzed
is r LT. Only complete segments are analyzed; data points at the end of
the record that did not make a complete segment are not included in the
analysis.
Postmortem verification of electrode site. At the end of the study, brains
were removed for histological verification of electrode localization. The
animals underwent transcardial perfusion with 0.1 M PBS followed by
10% formol–saline. The brains were postfixed in 10% formol–saline and
then transferred to 25% sucrose overnight. Brain sections (16 m) were
Nissl-stained, using 1% toluidine blue, and examined using bright-field
microscopy.
Statistical analyses. All data were analyzed using Prism software
(GraphPad Software). Statistical significance was estimated by using
two-tailed t test and two-way ANOVA paired with post hoc Newman–
4
(Figure legend continued.) (left) and 500ms duration (right; markedwith red).B, C, ISI plots
for all spikes (left) and for themain clusters (right) of twoHD-by-theta units. The central cluster
is marked in red, with two further clusters (purple and green). Sample recordings of the same
cell with 1 s duration (bottom, left) and 500 ms duration (bottom, right). Note that the spikes
from the green ISI cluster in B take first position in the spike trains, while the spikes from the
purple ISI cluster are positioned last. The intermediate spikes correspond to the points from the
central red ISI cluster. D, Comparison between the relative number of spike trains between
HD-by-theta and HD cell groups (left; t test, p 0.01). Right, The ratio between additional
green/purple clusters and central red cluster (ISI ratio) for the anteroventral HD-by-theta and
HD cell groups (right; t test, p 0.001). Error bars indicate SEM. **p 0.01; ***p 0.001. E,
Threeexamples for all spike ISI histogramsofHDunits.F–H, ISI histogramsofHD-by-thetaunits
for all spikes (F), for the main ISI clusters (G), and when filtered for compact spike trains (H).
Figure 4. Evaluationof theta rhythmicity.A,B, The1000msautocorrelogramsof twoHDunits (A) and fourHD-by-thetaunits (B). The fitted vertical red line indicates the relative amplitudeof the sinusoid
componentof theautocorrelogram,visualizing thedegreeofautocorrelogramrhythmicity (Royeretal., 2010). The toppanels showautocorrelograms forall spikes, themiddlepanels includeall spikes fromthe
Gaussianpeak,and thebottompanels includeonly thespike trains fromtheGaussianpeak.C, Theta indexofall spikes forHD-by-theta (n36)andHD(n101) cell groups.D, The rangeof theGaussianpeak
isdenotedwithredrectangleupontheheaddirectiontuningcurves forHD(left),andtwoHD-by-thetaunits (middleandright).E, Theta indexofspiketrains forHD-by-thetaandHDcellgroups(t test,p0.01).
F, ISI plotsof theunitspresented inD. Comparisonbetween ISIhistogramsofHD(left) andHD-by-theta (middleand right)units for all spikes (toppanels) andwhen filtered for spike trains (bottompanels).G, Comparison
betweenthetaindexvaluesofallspikesGaussianpeak(graybar)andspiketrainsGaussianpeak(whitebar) forHD-by-thetaunits(ttest,p0.01).Errorbars indicateSEM.**p0.01;***p0.001.
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Keuls test. The probability level interpreted as statistically significant was
p 0.05. All data points are plotted SEM.
Results
Histological and electrophysiological identification of
thalamic units
We induced high-frequency current lesions through the elec-
trodes that recorded theta-modulated head direction cells, to de-
termine the exact location of our electrode tips among the nuclei
of the anterior thalamus (Fig. 1A). A total of 226 well isolated
units was recorded fromAV and AD nuclei in 12 rats. All record-
ings were made during pellet chasing in a square arena. On the
basis of the histological verification, we assigned 135 cells from
nine rats to AV (Fig. 1A, bottom left) and 91 cells from eight rats
to AD (Fig. 1A, bottom right). The recording positions in antero-
ventral nucleus were distributed predominantly in its medial
compartment (Fig. 1A). To achieve maximum isolation of the
extracellular signal, we used electrodes in a tetrode configura-
tion, which allowed clear identification of thalamic units
(McNaughton et al., 1983; Gray et al., 1995) (Fig. 1B). HD cells
are characterized by a tuning curve (Taube et al., 1990), where the
firing rate is represented on the ordinate and the animal’s head
direction represented on the abscissa. The normalized average
tuning curve of the units recorded in anteroventral nucleus and
defined later as HD-by-theta cells showed well expressed head
directionality (Fig. 1C). Head directionality can also be depicted
using polar plots (Knierim et al., 1995), where HD-by-theta cells
(Fig. 2A) reveal similar to the putative HD cells directionality
(Fig. 2B). The average firing rate (33.5 1.66 Hz) and maximal
firing rate (109.3 7.43 Hz) of HD-by-theta units (n 36) were
comparable with the average (31.5  1.55 Hz) and maximal
(98.7  5.9 Hz) firing rates of the HD units (n  101), respec-
tively (Table 1). The mean spike amplitude (261.9  22.6 V)
and spikewidth (189.5 22.6s) of theHD-by-theta spikes (Fig.
2C) showed similar values to the mean spike amplitude (251.1
12.1 V) and spike width (174.2  6.5 s) of the HD spikes,
respectively (Fig. 2D).
Tonic and rhythmic profiles of head-directional cells
We estimated the occurrence of rhythmic patterns in neuronal
spiking from the interspike intervals scatter plots of all AV neu-
ronswith head-directional tuning. The two-dimensional ISI scat-
ter plot represents the action potentials as points, for which the
abscissa indicates the interval before and the ordinate indicates
the interval after the action potential. The ISI plots of 101 head
direction units (44 from AD and 57 from AV) with predomi-
nantly tonic spikingwere characterizedwith onemajor ISI cluster
and defined as putativeHD cells (Fig. 3A). The tonic ISI profile of
HD cells can also be visualized by sample spike traces (Fig. 3A,
bottom). Thirty-six head-directional units (HD-by-theta group,
all of them from AV) showed an additional two ISI clusters, lo-
cated in the 100 ms pre- and post-interspike intervals range (Fig.
3B,C). We found that the additional ISI clusters represent the
first (Fig. 3B, bottom; marked with green) and the last spike (Fig.
3B, bottom; marked with purple) of rhythmically grouped spike
trains. These compact spike trains occur at a frequency of 6–9Hz
(Fig. 3B,C, bottom). The most frequent spike train parameters
for the HD-by-theta cells included three or more spikes with an
interspike interval of 10ms and a 25–250ms pause preceding the
first spike of the train.We show that the number of compact spike
trains per total spikes from HD cells is much less compared with
HD-by-theta cells (t test, p  0.01) (Fig. 3D, left). This finding
reflects the difference between the ISI profiles of these groups,
represented by the ISI ratio (the ratio between the number of
spikes from additional ISI clusters, marked in green/purple, and
the number of spikes from the major cluster, marked in red on
the ISI plots). The ISI ratio for HD-by-theta cells is severalfold
higher than the ISI ratio of HD cells (t test, p 0.001) (Fig. 3D,
right). The major ISI cluster and the additional two ISI clusters
contain the spikes forming the compact spike trains (Fig. 3E–H).
ISI analyses therefore suggest the two main types of head-
directional cells in AV: tonic and rhythmic units.
Theta rhythmicity of anteroventral neurons
We next quantified the rhythmicity of HD-by-theta cells. We
fitted a sinusoidal function to the spike autocorrelogram of each
neuron (represented by the red line in Fig. 4A,B) and used the
relative amplitude of the fitting parameter to calculate the theta
index (Royer et al., 2010). The theta index is the maximal ampli-
tude of the sinusoidal fitted curve relative to themaximal value of
the nonsinusoidal fitted curve of the autocorrelograms (for the
theta index algorithm, seeMaterials andMethods). The predom-
inant tonic spiking of HD cells was nonrhythmic autocorrelo-
grams (Fig. 4A, top panels) with theta index values close to zero
(0.0017  0.0002). Rhythmic spiking resulted in theta-
modulated autocorrelograms forHD-by-theta units (Fig. 4B, top
panels), with theta index values of 0.0217 0.0004 (Fig. 4C). As
head-directional tuning curves obey a Gaussian distribution
(Taube et al., 1990), we examined the rhythmicity of the spikes
within the Gaussian peak to investigate how head-directional
firing is modulated when the animal is facing the preferred direc-
tion for the recorded unit (Taube, 2010). The Gaussian peak
function included spiking frequencies from the central part of the
head-directional tuning curve (Fig. 4D, marked with a red rect-
angle). Unlike the HD autocorrelogram (Fig. 4A, middle panels)
and the HD theta index (0.0018  0.0002), HD-by-theta auto-
correlograms (Fig. 4B, middle panels) showed higher rhythmic-
ity, with values of 0.0484  0.0064. To uncover the rhythmic
Figure 5. Theta rhythmicity of anteroventral spike clusters. A, Distribution of spike train
intervals (mean SEM) for HD-by-theta units. The dashed vertical line denotes interval of 125
ms (8 Hz). The values of HD cells are indicated with gray. B, Mean values of the spike train
frequency (in hertz) for all HD-by-theta cells. The inset on the right represents the averaged
frequency for all HD-by-theta cells (along with their SD).
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properties of the spike trains, we analyzed the theta index only for
the action potentials composing the spike trains (Fig. 4E,F),
where the theta index of HD-by-theta group reached values of
0.6255  0.0086. The Gaussian peak of the spike trains showed
that the theta index increased significantly, compared with the
Gaussian peak of all spikes of HD-by-theta units (t test, p 0.01)
(Fig. 4G). In this case, the rhythmicity of the HD-by-theta auto-
correlograms (Fig. 4B, bottom panels) reached their maximal
value (0.1870 0.0265), while the HD autocorrelogram revealed
zero values when filtered for spike trains (Fig. 4A, bottom
panels).
To determine the frequency with which the compact spike
trains of thalamic head-directional units occur, we plotted an
intertrain interval diagram (Fig. 5A). The sequence of HD-by-
theta spike trains predominated in the range of 80–170 ms, cor-
responding to the frequency range of 6–12Hz (Fig. 5A, black). In
comparison, the HD spike trains did not show a preferred fre-
quency range (Fig. 5A, gray). To determine the spike train fre-
quency, we also analyzed the mean spike train frequency for each
HD-by-theta unit across all recording sessions (Fig. 5B). We
found a distribution of the spike train frequency in the range
of 7.89  0.15 Hz. These data show that HD-by-theta units
exhibit a constant preference for their spiking frequency
(which is 	8 Hz).
Theta cells correspond to HD rhythmicity
The AV is also a location of theta cells (Tsanov et al., 2011), and
we next aimed to determine whether the firing pattern ofHD-by-
theta units is related to thalamic theta cells. We analyzed the
recordings in which we detected both theta and HD-by-theta
units on the same channel of the same tetrode. This proximity
suggests with a high probability that both cells are close enough to
be innervated with the axonal branches of the same presynaptic
afferent. The cross-correlograms between these cell pairs demon-
strated the synchronous rhythmicity for both units (Fig. 6A).
Furthermore, the cross-correlation was negative at time lag 0
between theta and HD-by-theta spikes for all pairs (marked with
a vertical white line). When compared with a cross-correlation
between theta and putative HD cells recorded from the same
channel, we found no evidence of synchronization (Fig. 6B). The
negative cross-correlation between theta andHD-by-theta spikes
can be seen in sample traces of these cell pairs (Fig. 6C). The
rhythmic bursts of theta cells (red traces) were paralleled occa-
sionally by pauses of HD-by-theta spiking activity (purple
traces). The subsequent pauses formed compact spike trains,
which were evident during the firing of HD-by-theta cell in the
preferred head direction (black trace, bottom). These parallel
events occurred at the troughs (markedwith dotted rectangles) of
the simultaneously recorded local field potential (green trace).
Thus, the intervals between the spike trains of HD-by-theta cells
corresponded to the local field troughs, which in turn are phase-
locked to theta cell bursts.
Directionally modulated theta cells in anteroventral nucleus
Wehave found thetamodulation of the head-directional signal in
AV. Next, we examined whether there was a reciprocal influence
of the head-directional system on the theta signal. We therefore
analyzed the directional characteristics of all theta-bursting cells
recorded within the population of head direction cells, located in
the medial part of AV. The small sample size of all theta cells
recorded in this region (31; 23%) is comparable with the low
density of theta cells in the hippocampal formation (Jung et al.,
1994). We identified a group of theta-bursting cells (10/7%), for
which the difference between maximal and average firing fre-
quency for preferred head direction reached 40%, andwe defined
this population as directional theta cells (Fig. 7A–C). Directional
theta units possessed an intermediate firing frequency, with an
average rate of 26.8 1.7 Hz and a maximal rate of 133.7 13.1
Hz (Fig. 7C, top). The remaining theta units were grouped as
slow- (Fig. 7C, middle) and fast-spiking (Fig. 7C, bottom) theta
cells, depending on their absolute frequency. For slow-spiking
units, the average firing rate was 18.5 1.7 Hz and the maximal
firing rate was 76.1  10.5 Hz. For the fast-spiking units, the
average firing rate was 63.6 6.4 Hz and the maximal firing rate
Figure 6. Rhythmicmodulation of anteroventral units corresponds to the activity of theta cells.A, Three examples of cross-correlograms between theta andHD-by-theta units recorded from the
same tetrode channel. Time0 is denotedby the dashedwhite line.B, Cross-correlogrambetween theta andHDunits recorded from the same tetrode channel.C, Sample recordings, representing the
parallel activity of theta (red) andHD-by-theta (purple) units. The left panels represent the recorded activity (from3 different cells) in one animal, while the right panels show similar episodes (from
3 different cells) in a second animal. Simultaneously recorded LFP (green trace) is below. The rectangular box denotes parallel theta cell activity, HD-by-theta pause, and LFP oscillation trough.
Bottom, Concurrent head direction (black trace) measured in degrees ( y-axis).
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was 208.8 24.1 Hz. The theta-spiking profile of thalamic theta
units is evident when expressed through an autocorrelogram
(Fig. 7D) and ISI plots (Fig. 7E). We evaluated the information
content of thalamic theta cells by computing place and direc-
tional components (Burgess et al., 2005)
of the firing of 10 directional theta cells
and compared it with the information
content of 10 fast-spiking and 12 slow-
spiking theta cells. The information con-
tent quantifies the amount of spatial
information (locational or directional)
carried by each spike, expressed in bits per
spike (Cacucci et al., 2004). The direc-
tional information of directional theta
spikes was significantly higher than the di-
rectional information of fast-spiking (t
test, p  0.01) and slow-spiking (t test,
p  0.01) theta units (Fig. 7F, left). In
comparison, the locational information
of directional theta spikes did not show
significantly different values (Fig. 7F,
right). We also compared distributive
ratios for both the directional and loca-
tional component of the firing of the
units between directional theta cells and
fast-/slow-spiking theta cells. Distribu-
tive ratios measure the goodness-of-fit
between a predicted and an observed
firing distribution (Muller et al., 1994).
Similarly, the directional (Fig. 7G, left),
but not locational (Fig. 7G, right), dis-
tributive ratio was significantly higher
for directional theta cells, compared
with fast-spiking (t test, p  0.01) and
slow-spiking (t test, p  0.01) theta
cells. Thus, we propose that the firing of
directional theta cells is modulated by
the animal’s head direction.
HD cells correspond to the
directionality of theta units
Although the rhythmic properties of
directional theta units are similar to the
other theta-bursting cells with a compa-
rable spike train frequency (Fig. 8A),
spike distribution (Fig. 8B), and theta
index (Fig. 8C), the preferred direction
of spiking suggests that these cells re-
ceive a distinct afferent signal. Again,
we looked for evidence of possible pre-
synaptic inputs that trigger the direc-
tionality signal. We identified directional
theta and HD units, recorded on the
same tetrode channel, and we found
similar directionality (Fig. 9A). The
cross-correlograms between these cell
pairs revealed synchronous activity with
a positive correlation at time lag 0 (Fig.
9B, marked with a vertical dashed white
line). This suggests that the comm-
on head-directional input induces in-
creased spiking of directional theta
units when HD activity is present (Fig.
9C), compared with the inactive period of a HD unit (Fig. 9D)
when the animal was heading in a nonpreferred head direc-
tion (Fig. 9D, bottom; HD degrees are indicated with black
trace).
Figure7. Directionalmodulationofanteroventral thetacells.A, Sample tetrodesscatterplot (left)andthecorrespondingwaveformof
adirectional thetaunit (right).B, Polarplotexamples revealheaddirectionalityofdirectional thetaunit (right) comparedwith fast-spiking
theta cell (left). Thepolar plot for each cell represents thedistributionof timeheading indifferent directions across all timebins of the trial
(red) and thedistribution of headdirections for timebinswhena spikewas recorded from the cell (black). The coordinate systemdenotes
maximalfiringfrequencyoftherecordedunitwith0Hzinthecenterand69.54/22.68Hzintheperiphery.C,Firingrateversusheaddirection
tuning plot for directional theta (top), slow-spiking theta (middle), and fast-spiking theta (bottom) cells. The x-axis presents normalized
head direction degrees that set the peak of tuning curve for all units to 180°. The y-axis represents absolute firing frequency in spikes per
second (mean SEM). D, Sample 1000 ms autocorrelograms for directional theta (top), slow-spiking theta (middle), and fast-spiking
theta (bottom) cells. E, Sample ISI plots for directional theta (top), slow-spiking theta (middle), and fast-spiking theta (bottom) cells. F,
Comparisonof thedirectional (left) and locational (right) information for thedirectional theta (n10), slow-spiking theta (n12), and
fast-spikingtheta(n10)cells(ttest,p0.01).G,Comparisonofthedirectional(left)andlocational(right)distributiveratioforthesame
cells. Error bars indicate SEM. **p 0.01.
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Thalamic and hippocampal theta are functionally related
Our final intention was to determine whether the rhythmic activity
observed in the anteroventral thalamic nucleus expresses the same
frequency and temporal resolution as hippocampal theta rhythm.
Thiswould address thequestionofwhether theta rhythm inanterior
thalamus is a functional part of the limbic theta oscillation. For this,
we recorded simultaneously LFPs fromhippocampal areaCA3 (Fig.
10A) and AV (Fig. 10B) in five rats. Thalamic LFP theta power is
dependent on the proximity of theta cells to the recording tetrodes
(Tsanov et al., 2011), and as a result, the LFPs recorded by different
tetrodes in anterior thalamus (in total 32 channels per rat) can be
divided into theta and nontheta groups. During the pellet-chasing
task, the LFP power reached its peak in the range of 7–10 Hz for
hippocampal and thalamic theta recordings (Fig. 11A). Coherence
analysis showed that the highest degree of coherence between hip-
pocampal and thalamic theta signal is in the range of 7–10 Hz (Fig.
11B). The synchronization of concurrent hippocampal and tha-
lamic theta oscillations (Fig. 11C) is apparent when both signals are
cross-correlated (Fig. 11D, above, red line). Thepositive value of the
central cumulant peak indicates that hippocampal and thalamic
theta signals are in-phase. The additional positive cumulant peaks
are in the range of 125 ms, revealing that the cross-correlation rep-
resents oscillations with a frequency	8 Hz. The central cumulant
peak is shifted from lag 0 (markedwith a dotted vertical line), which
demonstrates a timedelaybetweenboth signals. Basedon the timing
of this phase shift (Fig. 11E, above),we estimated that thalamic theta
precedes hippocampal theta by 	7–10 ms. In comparison, hip-
pocampal and thalamic nontheta signals are less correlated (New-
man–Keuls, p  0.001) (Fig. 11D, bottom, gray line), without a
phase-shift between the signals (Fig. 11E, bottom). We conclude
that thalamic and hippocampal theta rhythms are synchronized
oscillations.
Discussion
Weprovide the first evidence that there is a substantial populationof
head direction cells in the thalamic anteroventral nucleus that spike
rhythmically in the theta frequency range. The single-unit record-
ings from anteroventral thalamic nucleus revealed that the spiking
activityof local thetacells canundergohead-directionalmodulation.
The spectral power from this region shows coherence with hip-
pocampal theta rhythm, suggesting that the anterior thalamus is a
functional component of limbic theta processing. Together, these
results demonstrate integration of directional and theta processing
at the level of the anterior thalamus.
Cell types in anterior thalamus
Based on its anatomical and cytoarchitectonic properties, the an-
terior thalamus is subdivided into AD, AV, and anteromedial
nuclei (Kruger et al., 1995). Electrophysiologically, anterodorsal
neurons exhibit head direction properties (Taube, 1995),
whereas anteroventral and anteromedial nuclei are linked to
theta rhythm (Albo et al., 2003). Numerous electrophysiological
investigations have targeted AD in freely behaving rats, revealing
that anterodorsal neurons function as HD cells (Taube, 1995;
Goodridge and Taube, 1997; Zugaro et al., 2001, 2002; Yoga-
narasimha et al., 2006). By comparison, most data reported from
the adjacent anteroventral nucleus have been conducted without
concurrent measures of head directionality (Vertes et al., 2001;
Albo et al., 2003; Talk et al., 2004).HD cells inAVhave previously
been described (Taube, 1995; Yoganarasimha et al., 2006) but
have not been quantified. Here, we show that the medial part of
anteroventral nucleus is a locus of HD cells, where 69% of re-
corded units expressed a clear head-directional tuning curve. A
population of anteroventral cells fires rhythmically at theta fre-
quency (5–12 Hz) (Vertes et al., 2001), and these neurons are
defined as theta cells (Tsanov et al., 2011). An intriguing issuewas
whether thalamic neurons can integrate head direction and theta
rhythm. The possibility that head-directional and theta signals
might merge in anterior thalamus was suggested by the curious
finding that anterodorsal HD cells gradually developed rhythmic
firing in the slow theta frequency range (6 Hz) after bilateral
destruction of the lateral mammillary bodies (Blair et al., 1999).
Weused three independent criteria to estimate thetamodulation
ofanteroventralheaddirectionneurons: (1) interspike interval ratio,
(2) theta index, and (3) spike train frequency. Interspike interval
histograms reveal the temporal relationship between HD spikes
Figure 8. Comparison of the rhythmic properties between anteroventral theta cells classes.
A, Intertrain intervals distribution (mean SEM) for directional theta (top), slow-spiking theta
(middle), and fast-spiking theta (bottom) cells. Note that the peaks and troughs for all cell
classes share the same rhythmic pattern, with the highest peak located at 125 ms (8 Hz). B, C,
Relative number of spike trains (B) and theta index values (C) for directional theta unit, fast-
spiking theta, and slow-spiking theta cells. Error bars indicate SEM.
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(Taube, 2010), andour interspike interval ratio shows thenumberof
spikes clustered around the 100 ms interspike interval. We found
that these ISI clusters are formed from the first and the last spike of
the spike groups, occurring at frequency of 6–12Hz.We referred to
the rhythmic groups of spikes as compact spike trains, but not as
bursts because of their interspike interval that reached values of 10
ms. The definition of burst mode in thalamus varies from 4 ms
(Ramcharan et al., 2005) up to 10 ms (Fanselow et al., 2001) inter-
spike interval. To avoidmisinterpretation of the observed spike pat-
tern,wedefined thebursting inour recordingswith amaximumof4
ms interspike interval. Measurement of autocorrelogram parame-
ters is themost conventionalmethod to identify rhythmic pattern in
neuronal spiking (Steriade et al., 1991; O’Keefe and Recce, 1993),
and on that basis, we evaluated theta rhythmicity using the theta
index (Royer et al., 2010).We found that the value of the theta index
for the preferreddirectionof the spiking trains reaches values of 0.18
for HD-by-theta units. Importantly, these values are comparable
with the theta index of anteroventral theta cells, which are 0.11 and
0.49 for the fast- and slow-spiking theta cells (Tsanov et al., 2011).
For comparison, the theta indexofputativeHDcellswas0.0018.The
third measurement with which we evaluated spiking rhythmicity
was the spiking train frequency. This parameter demonstrates the
predominant frequency with which rhythmic spike groups are dis-
tributed (Wanget al., 1995).Weestimated the frequencyof the spike
train distribution to be 6–12 Hz, which represents theta frequency
modulation. Based on the above-mentioned analyses, we defined
these cells asHD-by-theta units, and this cell type comprised 26%of
all recorded units inmedial AVor 39%of the head-directional units
in AV.
Information processing in Papez’s circuit
One of the major inputs to AV arises from the medial mammillary
bodies (Seki and Zyo, 1984), which in turn receive projections from
the ventral tegmental nucleus (Cruce, 1977; Hayakawa and Zyo,
1984), hippocampal formation (Swanson and Cowan, 1977; Ishi-
zuka, 2001), and medial septum and supramammillary nucleus
(Gonzalo-Ruiz et al., 1992). Thus, themammillary bodies project to
AV a theta signal that integrates tegmental, septal, and reciprocal
hippocampal theta activity (Pan andMcNaughton, 1997, 2002; Bas-
sant and Poindessous-Jazat, 2001; Kocsis et al., 2001). The supra-
mammillary nucleus is a part of an ascending system involving the
medial septum(Vertes, 1992;Borhegyi et al., 1998) and this systemis
proposed as the cholinergic pacemaker of theta in the hippocampo-
diencephalic circuit (Brazhnik and Vinogradova, 1986). Conse-
quently, theta rhythm in the mammillary bodies and hippocampus
is abolished after procaine injections in themedial septum(Kirk and
McNaughton, 1991; Kirk et al., 1996).
Our finding that AV contains HD-by-theta cells suggests a
convergence of the highly processed theta and head direction
signals. This convergence might facilitate upstream another level
of integration relating visual and idiothetic (theta and head di-
rection) information (Knierim et al., 1998; Yoganarasimha and
Figure9. Directionalmodulation of anteroventral theta cells corresponds toHD activity.A, Firing rate versus head direction tuning plot for a directional theta (red) and aHD cell (purple) recorded
from the same tetrode channel. The inset on the left represents the spike waveform (above) and10/10 ms autocorrelogram (below) for the theta-bursting unit, while the inset on the right
represents the sameparameters for theHDunit.B, Two examples of cross-correlograms betweenproximally located directional theta andHD cells. Time 0 is denoted by dashedwhite line. C, Sample
recordings, representing the parallel activity of directional theta (red) and HD (purple) units and recorded during the preferred direction for the HD unit. Simultaneously recorded LFP (green trace)
and the concurrent heading direction, measured in degrees (black trace), are plotted below. D, Sample recordings of the same pair during nonpreferred for the HD unit direction. Simultaneously
recorded LFP (green trace) and the concurrent heading direction, measured in degrees (black trace), are plotted below. Note the decreased number of directional theta spikes compared with C.
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Knierim, 2005; Hargreaves et al., 2007). The existence of higher-
level of integration is demonstrated by postsubicular units that
integrate place and direction (Taube et al., 1990; Sharp, 1996).
Although anterior thalamus is reciprocally connected to post-
subiculum, there are no reports to date of postsubicular cells that
integrate theta and HD signal. The level of integration that
involves theta may occur in entorhinal cortex and the parahip-
pocampal cortices where attractor-based models of path integra-
tion explain the formation of grid/place fields (McNaughton et
al., 2006; Moser et al., 2008). Neurons that express spatial, head-
directional, and theta properties are found in presubicular and
parasubicular cortices and are named TPD (theta-modulated
place-by-direction) units (Cacucci et al., 2004). Recent findings
have shown concurrent directional and theta modulation of grid
cells in the same region (Boccara et al., 2010). This line of research
supports current oscillatory interferencemodels that suggest that
grid cell firing in entorhinal/parasubicular cortices is highly de-
pendent on a combination of theta and head direction cell activ-
ity (Burgess et al., 2007; Burgess, 2008; Hasselmo and Brandon,
2008). Thalamic signals from anterodorsal and anteroventral nu-
clei may update grid cell firing via the presubicular and parasu-
bicular cortices (van Groen andWyss, 1990, 1995; Shibata, 1993b).
These afferents define the thalamocortical connectionofPapez’s cir-
cuit and the extended hippocampal system (Vann and Aggleton,
2004). Functionally, this system is involved in episodicmemory for-
mation (Burgess et al., 2002; Buzsa´ki, 2005), and the anterior tha-
lamic nuclei are a vital component of this system (Aggleton and
Sahgal, 1993; Harding et al., 2000). Concordantly, the patterns of
episodicmemory loss seen inpatientswith anterior thalamicpathol-
ogy are similar to those seen in patients with lesions in the medial
temporal lobe (Harding et al., 2000; Van derWerf et al., 2000). The
information flowwithin the thalamocortical pathway of Papez’s cir-
cuit has been studied through lesion studies of the head direction
system. Lesions of the dorsal presubiculum (postsubiculum) (Goo-
dridge and Taube, 1997) and hippocampus (Golob and Taube,
1997) did not disrupt the HD signal in anterodorsal thalamic nu-
cleus. In contrast, lesions of the anterodorsal nucleus disrupted the
HD signal in the postsubiculum (Goodridge andTaube, 1997), sug-
gesting that the propagation of HD signal is ascending (i.e., in a
bottom-updirection). In parallel to theHDsystem, the theta system
complements the information processing in Papez’s circuit (Vann
and Aggleton, 2004). Here, we propose that this theta system shares
the same ascending signal propagation. Cross-correlation and co-
herence analyses of simultaneously recorded local field potentials
from hippocampus and anterior thalamus show that thalamic theta
precedeshippocampal thetaby7–10ms.Wealso reveal that approx-
imately one-third (32%) of theta-bursting cells, which generate tha-
lamic theta local field potential (Tsanov et al., 2011), undergo head-
directional modulation in the medial part of anteroventral nucleus.
Theobservedcrossoverbetweenheaddirectionand thetaprocessing
may functionally implicate an oscillatory enhancement of the HD
signal. This hypothesis is suggested by the finding that rhythmic
oscillations generate a period during which thalamic neurons are
highly sensitive to incoming stimuli (Nicolelis et al., 1995) and that
the rhythmic mode can augment the detection of incoming stimuli
(Guido andWeyand, 1995; Sherman and Guillery, 1996; Sherman,
2001).
In conclusion, our data demonstrate that AV neurons inte-
grate head-directional and theta information, and we propose
that this signal follows an ascending direction in thalamocortical
projection of Papez’s circuit. These findings may help to explain
the formation of the complex firing properties of neurons in
presubiculum and parasubiculum and other parts of the ex-
tended hippocampal formation.
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